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Remarkable polarization sensitivity of gold nanoparticle arrays
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In an array of low-symmetry, L-shaped gold nanoparticles, slight distortions of particle shape and
arm lengths eliminate the array’s mirror plane. Such asymmetries induce large angular shiftss
,10°d of the resonant extinction axes directions from those of mirror-symmetric particles. The axes
directions exhibit dispersion, as allowed by the lack of any structural features dictating them. The
nanostructures are chiral, and evidence of optical activity is observed. Rigorous diffraction theory
calculations qualitatively reproduce the data. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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The linear and nonlinear optical properties of array
metal nanoparticles command considerable attentio
present. Many recent studies have focused on determ
the optical properties of particles possessing high degre
symmetry, such as spheroids,1 ellipsoids,2 and rings.3 The
extinction spectra of more complicated structures, suc
cylindrical and trigonal prism arrays4,5 have also been r
ported. Studies on arrays of gammadion metal parti
which possess inherently chiral structure, have demonst
optical activity for subwavelength particles in zeroth ord6

and for suprawavelength particles in higher diffrac
orders.7 The ability to control precisely the fabrication
metal nanoparticle arrays has many application prosp
including spectrally encoded data storage.8

In this article we report on the sensitivity of arrays
low-symmetry, L-shaped metal nanoparticles to the pola
tion state of light. Previous studies of similar samples fo
that particle orientation within the array affects the linear
nonlinear responses,9 showing that the smallest details of
array structure have significant impact on its opt
response. Our measurements on particles with minor s
deviations from ideal reinforce and expand upon
observation.

Subwavelength arrays of gold nanoparticles were fa
cated with a Leica LION LV-1 electron beam lithograp
sEBLd tool and standard lift-off process.9 The beam energ
during exposure wasE=15 keV, the beam current wasI
=90 pA, and the step size was 5 nm. A completed nano
ticle cross section consists of a glass substrate, a 2 nm Cr
adhesion layerswhich does not extend beyond the part
perimeterd, 20 nm of gold, and 20 nm of protective gla
The particles were written to have,200 nm arm lengths
110 nm linewidth, and 400 nm array period. The array co
s600 mmd2. The symmetry of an ideal “L” with equal ar
lengths suggests a natural choice of principal axes, denoX
andY sinset, Fig. 1d. The ideal array then possesses a m
plane alongX, the only symmetry axis in theXY plane.
sSince the experiments were performed at normal incide
we neglect theZ axis.d The actual nanoparticles, howev
acquire small shape distortions from ideal during fabrica
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Close scrutiny of the micrograph also reveals that the ve
arms are about 5% longer than the horizontal arms, l
due to a small astigmatism of the beam.

We acquired linear extinction spectra by measuring
referenced transmissionT of X and Y input polarization
with a StellarNet, Inc.sOldmar, Floridad fiber optic spec
trometersrange 500–1200 nmd and white light sourcefex-
tinction equals logs1/Tdg. Substrate-only transmission w
used as the reference. The nanoparticle arrays are str
dichroic, with a 200 nm separation between the main r
nances. We focus on the longer-wavelength resonance
cause they were found to depend on particle size and
ing, whereas the peak near 670 nm appears independe
these quantities. The resonantY peak is approximately twic
as strong as theX peaksFig. 1d. Both wavelength and ma
nitude differences can be related to the shape of
particles.8 Studies of elliptical particles have demonstra
that varying their aspect ratio produces large peak se
tions between long- and short-axis polarizations, with lo
axis polarization extinction greater than short-a
extinction.10

To study the polarization properties of the sample
ther, we measured transmittance as a function of the d
tion of linear input polarizationu. Two different wavelength
near the resonances were used: 820 nmsXd and 1060 nmsYd.

l:

FIG. 1. X- andY-polarized extinction spectra. Inset: scanning electron
crograph of the sample, ideal particle shapesdotted outlined, and coordinat
system. Sample alignment 45° from the EBL system is experime

convenient.
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Each microwatt-power beam was chopped, then pola
with a high-quality calcite polarizer. The incident polari
tion angle was controlled by rotating a Fresnel rhomb, w
acts as a broadband half-wave plate. The beam was
moderately focused onto the sample array at normal
dence with a 20 cm focal length lens. A photodiode
lock-in amplifier referenced to the chopper frequency w
used for detection. A reference scan through the sub
only was again measured.

We discover a large displacement of the primary a
from their expected locations at 45°sXd and 135° sYd
sFig. 2d. The locations of these primary axes, marked
A and B in Fig. 2, can be determined by fitting the d
to a simple transmission modelT=TA cos2su−45°−ad
+TB sin2su−45°−ad, whereTA andTB are the transmittanc
along theA andB axes, respectively, anda is the shift angle
f45° relates the sample and EBL systemssFig. 1dg.

The fits in Fig. 2 describe the data exceptionally well
820 nm, the fitted shift angle isa=−11.5° ±0.1°, while a
1060 nm,a=−7.6° ±0.1°. Since the response of the sam
is frequency-dependent, and the shape of the actual pa
does not dictate the direction of the principal axes, w
length dispersion of the axes is possible.11 It is clear tha
ideal symmetry no longer holds, and this symmetry brea
should render the array chiral, which manifests as op
activity. To check for optical activity, we performed polari
tion azimuth rotation measurements and sought a non
average rotation. A second calcite polarizersanalyzerd was
therefore inserted before the detector and the relative d
enceD between the incident polarization and output po
ization azimuth angles was then recordedsFig. 3d.

We note that the overall magnitude of azimuth rotatio
about three times greater at 1060 nm than at 820 nm, re
to the extinction strength difference between the two w
lengths. We can predict the expected azimuth rotation
given transmission curve, relying on the fact that if linea
polarized light is absorbed more strongly along one prim
axis, the transmitted field will appear to have its polariza
rotated relative to the incident light. Based on our ea
transmission model, the predicted rotation becomeD
=arctanfÎTB/TA tansu−45°−adg−su−45°−ad. Note tha
this model assigns all rotation to dichroismsrealTA andTBd,
and hence neglects the effects of birefringence and op

FIG. 2. Transmittances and fits to a transmission model atsad 820 nm and
sbd 1060 nm suncertainty: ±0.02d. Vertical lines: solid, mirror-symmetr
axes; dashed, measured axes.
activity. Any deviation of the measured results will thus in-
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dicate the presence of effects beyond dichroism.
The predictions from this simple model match the d

very well at 1060 nmfFig. 3sbdg. The average rotation at th
wavelength −0.04° is essentially zero given uncertaint
addition, the zero crossings are separated by 90° and
with the A andB axes, so there is apparently no measur
optical activity at 1060 nm. At 820 nm, on the other hand
find that the data deviates significantly from the model. H
the average rotation is<0.3°, well above uncertainty. Mor
over, the zero crossings of this data are distinctly sepa
by 102°. Taken together, these observations support the
ence of optical activity at 820 nm, which serves to empha
broken symmetry and non-ideal nanoparticles.

We performed rigorous diffraction theory calculatio
using the Fourier modal method12 to determine both th
transmission and polarization azimuth rotationfFigs. 4sad
and 4sbd, respectivelyg at 820 nm, based on geometrica
ideal, asymmetric nanoparticless190 nm3200 nm arms
110 nm linewidth, 20 nm thick, with planar surfaces
right cornersd. Unfortunately, computations at 1060 nm
infeasible since gold’s conductivity here requires too m
additional Fourier coefficients for convergence.13 The trans
mission curvefFig. 4sadg displays a smaller shift angle in t
same direction as the experimental data, while the sha
the rotation curvefFig. 4sbdg closely resembles the data fro

FIG. 3. Polarization azimuth rotation data and dichroism-based mod
sad 820 nm andsbd 1060 nmsuncertainty: ±0.1°d. Dashed lines: horizonta
zero-crossing guides; vertical, axesA andB.

FIG. 4. Plots of rigorous diffraction theory calculations at 820 nm:sad
transmission spectrum andsbd polarization azimuth rotationsdashed lines

zero-crossing separationd.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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Fig. 3sad. The average azimuth rotation is a mere −0.004
opposite sign and two orders of magnitude smaller than
experimental result. The zero crossings, however, are
rated by 87°, a nonorthogonal value in qualitative agree
with experiment. The calculations also show that the
eigenpolarizations of the sample are elliptical and, there
A andB are not the true principal axes of the sample.

The quantitative differences strongly imply that
small shape deviations of individual particlesssuch as
rounded corners, protrusions, and uneven height profil
Fig. 1d exert a large influence on their optical response. R
dom defects should average out over many particles,
slight directional bias due to electron beam scanning
asymmetric arm lengths would survive and contribute
measured polarization effects. This indicates that the a
structure may also play a role, but further investigation
this topic is necessary. We emphasize, however, that rigo
diffraction theory can qualitatively describe the observed
tical responses. In addition, further investigations into
array’s second-harmonic response reveal strong, symm
forbidden signals.14

In conclusion, arrays of low-symmetry metal nanop
ticles can exhibit exceptional polarization sensitivity. Sm
structural deviations of L-shaped particles from ideal w
shown to affect the optical response significantly. The p
cipal directions of extinction were found to be rotated
,10° from those of geometrically ideal, mirror-symme
particles. The broken symmetry of the structures makes
chiral, and results show weak optical activity at the wa
length 820 nm. The high degree of polarization sensitivit

the arrays suggests that similar structures could find applica
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tions in polarization-dependent optical components. H
ever, the extreme sensitivity of the optical response to
smallest details of the structure needs to be well-consid
in any potential application.
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